Nomads in Exile is the name of an ongoing project focusing on climate change and its
effects on migration in animals on the move. In collaboration with Andrea Lynn, poetwriter-journalist, our first series concerns the deadly impact of Red Tide in the Gulf.
As marine animals, land animals, and birds die at an alarming rate, our project joins
the efforts to raise awareness. Due to rising water levels and increasing temperatures,
the red algae is able to reproduce without limit. I find the correlation between human
population explosion and excessive reproduction by the toxic algae particularly
interesting. Is the natural world using metaphor as direct communication to the
human species? And if so, why aren’t we listening?
I am creating frescoes of the animals most effected by the persistence of the red algae.
The focal images are meant to look like otherworldly topography; and, a representation
of the featured animal’s totem, and thereby guardian spirit.
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Mother Love
Wood Stork, fresco on wood panel, 36x24”, 2018
Note: Mother Love is from Greek etymology

Archipelago of Han
Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle, the most endangered of the sea turtles, fresco on wood
panel, 36x36”, 2018
Note: The use of the word Han is taken from the Korean concept that perpetration
which permanently imprints is injustice and this sort of grievance can be found
anywhere among humanity; the intensity and grief is beyond human tolerance. It is
the feeling of having been “wronged” by a superior agent. I felt this distinctly Korean
idea was particularly appropriate for the Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle even though it lives
far from Korea.

Outlier
Gopher Tortoise, fresco on wood panel, 24x24”, 2019
Note: Abstraction of a gopher tortoise shell.

The White Isles
Osprey, mixed media fresco on wood panel, 36x36”, 2019

detail of hand-made paper embedded in painting;
edges remain messy, showing “nest-like” qualities

Vala
Double Crested Cormorant, fresco painting on wood panel with 6 hand forged nails,
48x36”, 2019
Note: Vala is ancient norse slang for female shaman; I have used the colors of the flag
of the Sami people of arctic Norway as inspiration for the central image.

Horkos
Orca, fresco painting on/across 3 wood panels, (3) 14x18”, 2019
Note: In Greek mythology, Horkos is the god of oaths who punishes violators and
avenges perjury. He is a feature of the underworld and is companion of Dike (justice).
The Orca is the animal associated with Horkos.

Katama
Bottlenose Dolphin, fresco painting on wood panel, 18x24”, 2019
Note:
This painting was inspired by Native American legends and beliefs.
Color symbolism: beauty, victory, and mourning, surrounded by healing endurance.
Katama: The story of two lovers from different tribes who walked into the sea and
followed the shining path of the moon in order to find happiness together. It is said
that to this day, when the moon shines on the shores of the beach that bears the
name Katama, two dolphin lovers can be seen swimming together.

Zhedeg
Brown Pelican, fresco on/across 2 wood panels, (2) 18x14”, 2019
Note: Inspired by Hopi Kachina figures considered to be spirit-beings who came
through Sipapu (the place of emergence) with the Hopi people.

